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ABSTRACT 
This paper documents the inverse marking system in Brag-bar dialect of 
Situ Rgyalrong, a Sino-Tibetan language spoken in south-west China. It 
describes a case of reanalysis of proximate/obviative marking in the non-
local domain as number marking, and uses this development as a model to 
account for person indexation pattern found in Kiranti languages, another 
subgroup of the Sino-Tibetan family which has never been in contact with 
Rgyalrong languages.  
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1. This paper generally follows the Leipzig Glossing Rules, except 
for the following glosses: AOR (aorist), CISLOC (cislocative), EVE 
(evidentiality), GER (generic), IFR (inferential), INDEF (indefinite), NS (non-
singular), PART (particle), SENS (sensory), TRANSLOC (translocative).  

2. Givón (1994) proposed a relatively objective method to calculate 
the relative topicality of the arguments.  

3. The inferential prefix ′o- and the sensory prefix ′na-. 
4. Stem alternations in Brag-bar exhibits much more irregularities 

than the other Situ dialects, such as Cogtse and Kyom-kyo in which the 
stem I normally equals the citation form (See Lin Y. 2003; Prins 2016, 357-
362). In Brag-bar, this is also true in most cases. However, there are also a 
handful of verbs whose stem I and stem II are different from the citation 
form. For example, for the verb ka-mbī (to give), the stem I is mbə̄, and the 
stem II is mbə̂. For details of stem alternations in Brag-bar, see Zhang 
(2018). 

5. The inferential past is relatively unique compared to the other 
TAM categories. Its stem is segmentally identical to Stem I(I’), but the 
tonal contrast of the verb root is neutralized, since the inferential prefix ′o- 
attracts the stress.  

6. ka-thār ‘to go’ and ka-vʑê ‘to come’. 
7. For details, see Zhang (2018).  
8. Details of vowel rounding of inverse marker (slot 4) will be 

discussed in section 6.1. The intransitive past non-singular third person 
marker kə- is placed in slot 7 because it should be in the same slot with the 
past transitive non-singular third person marker o- which is the 
reinterpreted form of the inverse marker (slot 7), and the two prefixes never 
co-occur with the prefixes in slot 6.   

9. The associated motion refers to grammatical morphemes associ-
ating a motion event to the main event denoted by the verb. This notion 
was first described in some Australian languages (see for example Wilkins 
1991), for associated motion prefixes in Rgyalrong languages, see Jacques 
(2013). 

10 . Generally speaking, the inferential evidentiality does not 
concern the first person. It is associated with the first person only when the 
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从近指/远指到数标记： 
嘉绒语中的认同等第标示的重新分析 

章舒娅 
法国国立东方语言文化学院，巴黎 

 
摘要 
嘉绒语分布在中国西南，属于汉藏语系藏缅语族。本文主要讨论四土

嘉戎语白湾话的反向标示系统。在白湾话反向系统中，外部互动领域

的近指/远指标示被重新分析为数的表示。本文将白湾话反向系统的这

一演化作为原型来解释汉藏语系藏缅语族中的基兰提语支中的人称标

示范式。 
 
关键词 
反向系统  近指/远指  认同等第  嘉绒语组语言  白湾话  班塔瓦语 
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